
• Where are the M6 events that we see in the earthquake catalog but do not appear to have 

any DYFI reports?

• U.S. applications of intensity-based ground-motion models like ShakeMap and ShakeAlert

rely on the Worden et al. (2012) GMICE. The DYFI catalog has expanded significantly 

since the publication of this paper, and we now have 2x more earthquakes and over 

370,000 more CDI observations for this region since 2012 (see below).

• How can we standardize this dataset as a common repository for use in efforts to update 

intensity-based ground-motion models?

• What does the regional analysis of DYFI data (top panel) look like for other areas like San 

Francisco? Or downtown Los Angeles versus north Los Angeles?

• Do we need to consider number of respondents when analyzing these data?

• How do we go about finding 'quirks' in the dataset (e.g., the CDI location containing several 

hundred reports from one household) and what do we do with them?

• How do we further 

analyze and compare 

these findings in a 

context of earthquake 

early warning?

• How can we quantify

CDI observations to 

find the ‘main’ source 

of shaking?
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Methods

• The DYFI project is a compilation of community-sourced reports of shaking experiences 

translated into shaking intensities using the MMI category definitions. DYFI 

observations have been used as ground truth for developing ground-motion models like 

ground-motion-to-intensity conversion equations (GMICEs) used in ShakeMap and 

ShakeAlert.

• Minson et al. found that most shaking comes from earthquakes that are so small that 

they were not expected to produce strong shaking; we call them little earthquakes with 

ambition (Minson et al., 2020).

• If we relate shaking to damage, are little earthquakes also the main source of damage? 

Do we see this with the reported Did You Feel It (DYFI) intensities? 

• While seismic hazard maps include hazard from little earthquakes with ambition, 

these earthquakes aren't usually a focus when discussing earthquake hazard with 

the public.
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• DYFI reports are aggregated into 1 and 10 km geocoded regions. We are 

presenting analysis of the 1-km geocoded cell reports.

• Users can retroactively report their earthquake experiences through the DYFI 

survey; we have records of DYFI back to the 1933 Long Beach earthquake. We 

include these historical event reports in our analysis.

• We choose to examine DYFI information from M3+ earthquakes in and around 

California due to the abundance of seismic activity in and/or near densely-populated 

areas. 

• We gather all available 1 km aggregated CDI observations from earthquakes 

within CA and within 100 km of the CA boundary (matching the UCERF3 

boundary for earthquakes that contribute to seismic hazard in CA). 

• We apply a filter to remove responses that are located 600km+ away from the EQ 

epicenter.

• Over half of the DYFI 1km geocoded data are represented by one respondent. We 

keep this in mind in our analysis but decide to keep all data, regardless of number 

of respondents.

• We present preliminary analysis of 628,251 DYFI-derived CDI observations from 

4,598 unique events.

• CDI or Community Decimal Intensity, is a processing product of DYFI surveys that 

communicates intensity (on a similar scale to the Modified Mercalli Intensity scale).

• The DYFI catalog contains: CDI observation; CDI location (latitude, longitude, UTM 

location); the number of DYFI reports used for the CDI aggregation; distance 

between CDI location and earthquake epicenter; and earthquake catalog information

• 97% of the CDI observations are from earthquakes that occurred after 1999, the 

year that DYFI released online.

• 61% of the CDI observations are represented by only 1 DYFI report; 2.8% of the 

CDI observations are represented by 10+ DYFI reports.

Earthquake history through the lens of DYFI: For a hypothetical person living in Los 

Angeles, San Francisco, etc., what would their experience with damaging shaking look like 

according to the DYFI observations we have? We evaluate the maximum-reported CDI for each 

earthquake that produced reports of CDI 5+ shaking within a given region (red box in the maps 

below). Here's a look at the Los Angeles area (there are many M<4.5 earthquakes that 

have produced reports of CDI>5 shaking!):

• We know that the main source of shaking comes from little earthquakes with 

ambition – but is this true for damage?

• We analyze 628,251 Community Decimal Intensity (CDI) observations (similar to

the modified Mercalli intensity) from earthquakes within, and 100 km outside of, 

the state of CA. This DYFI catalog represents a wealth of intensity observations 

that could be used to update ground-motion modeling relationships.

• Observations of potentially-damaging shaking (CDI>5) occur for smaller 

earthquakes a well as the larger earthquakes, suggesting that we should include 

communications about the hazard from smaller earthquakes that occur more 

often than larger events.

We utilize MATLAB R2021a in the analysis we present. Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Government. 

Interested in viewing DYFI data yourself? Check out this link: https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/dyfi/ or scan the QR code to the right! Data for this project was last accessed June 1, 2022. 

Thank you to my primary advisor Sarah Minson for bringing me onto this project and being a wonderful guide as I take my first steps with MATLAB. Thank you to Jessie Saunders for helping me make a poster I am proud of and for the 

support throughout the summer. Thank you to the rest of Tuesday’s crew of brilliant, exciting and encouraging women for your feedback and support all summer – Annemarie Baltay, Sue Hough, and Elizabeth Cochran. BIG thank you to 

Vince Quitoriano for helping us understand the pre-processing of the data. It’s been an exciting, challenging, curiosity piquing summer here at the USGS – thank you all for the support during this opportunity!

The 2D histograms below illustrate the relationship between reported CDI and magnitude 

within a given distance range from the earthquake source. Each bar is colored by the 

average departure of these CDI values from median-expected MMI determined by 

ground-motion models (Boore et al. [2014] GMPE, VS30 of 350 m/s, and Worden et al. 

[2012] GMICE [Equations 3 and 10]).

Limited data here because 

DYFI went online in 1999! 

Timeline of earthquakes felt in the LA region with CDI 

observations greater than CDI 5

Zoom in of LA region

Earthquake epicenters with highest reported CDI values

Earthquake epicenters with highest reported CDI valuesMagnitude to maximum reported CDI for a 1km cell

What’s happening here? These 

histograms are showing the 

relationship between CDI 

observations and magnitude for 

that event. The colors indicate how 

many standard deviations (sigmas) 

above average the earthquake 

shaking is. The data are 

normalized within CDI bins. Check 

out the leftmost plot with a 

reporting distance between 10-30 

km from the epicenter. For 

magnitude 3-6.5 events, we are 

seeing shaking that is at least 1 

sigma away from what we expect.

Mind the gap! All 

not-felt reports are 

assigned a CDI of 

1.0, while all CDI 

that have some 

felt reports are 

assigned 

CDI >= 2.0.
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Evaluating the total number of responses per 

earthquake (below) reveals that smaller-magnitude 

earthquakes can have a range of total responses, but a 

majority have lower total responses. Larger magnitude 

events have higher responses except for historic large 

events with retroactive DYFI reports (blue circle).

Let’s separate earthquakes by their CDI observation values, and then by magnitude!

We separate CDI observations into categories and find the number of CDI responses for a given magnitude (above). We show 

these distributions in terms of area (each 1 km cell of CDI represents 1 km2 of area). We also separate the observations by 

how many DYFI reports contributed to each CDI observation. More than 50% of the CDI observations in our catalog only use 1 

DYFI report to determine CDI.

Where are our 

CDI 

observations 

for M6-6.5???

DYFI went online in 1999, but 

people can submit reports 

retroactively! While most 

reports are from earthquakes 

after 1999, the DYFI catalog 

contains historic reports 

from events like the 1989 

Loma Prieta, 1952 Kern 

County, and 1933 Long 

Beach earthquakes!

We guide our decisions about data QA/QC by considering the 

distributions of CDI with distance for the top 10 earthquakes with 

the most DYFI reports (below). Choosing a distance cutoff of 600 

km removes the most obvious outliers (red circle). Further 

refinements to identify outlier CDIs within 600 km will improve 

overall data quality.

When we limit the CDI 

observations to CDI >= 5, 

the Mendocino Triple 

Junction, San Francisco 

Bay Area, Los Angeles, and 

San Diego stand out.

Scan me to view the 

DYFI catalog!
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What's this single yellow dot 

near Carson City, NV? A bug 

with the data? Nope! This 

represents one household that 

has submitted DYFI reports for 

hundreds of events!
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